
  

 

COMPANY 

City of University City, Missouri 

 

CHALLENGE 

To find an IT service provider that can support the 

entire University City network and reduce staffing 

costs. 

 

SOLUTION 

Tech Electronics collaborates with University City to 

provide full-service IT solutions and upgrade 

University City’s technology systems.   

 

RESULTS 

University City was able to outsource its IT and 

upgrade its telephone systems while reducing costs. 

 

The Lion Gates, found on Delmar Boulevard, were erected in 1901 and marks the 

western end of the Delmar Loop and the beginning of the residential sections of 

University City. 

 

University City is an inner suburb that lies right outside 

the St. Louis city limits.  This vibrant, diverse historical 

community, known to many as U City, is home to 

35,000 residents.   

University City prides itself on keeping the community 

safe and providing opportunities for economic and 

physical growth.  Due to these weighing 

responsibilities, the City relies heavily on state-of-the-

art technology such as IT network and telephone 

systems in order to keep the community running safely 

and efficiently. However, utilizing the latest in 

communication technology can be costly.  University 

City was in need of a way to provide its facility with a 

high-tech solution that also helped them to reduce 

cost.  

University City decided that outsourcing IT services 

and partnering with a reputable technology provider 

would reduce its overhead.  In an effort to reduce cost 

while upgrading its systems, University City turned to 

long-time telephone systems provider and systems 

integrator, Tech Electronics.   

“Tech Electronics has been a valued partner for our 

telephone systems for years,” said Jared Agee, 

Deputy Director of Construction and Facilities 

Maintenance of University City.   

 

“We needed to upgrade our telephone systems but we 

needed help finding the funds, which is why we turned 

to Tech Electronics.”   

 

Tech Electronics recommended a full cost analysis of 

University City’s carrier services.  The analysis 

provided Tech Electronics with a detailed account of 

the City’s monthly expenditures.  After analyzing the 

costs, Tech Electronics was able to provide a solution 

that reduced University City’s monthly payments 

significantly. This allotted the municipality funds to 

upgrade its telephone systems to a VoIP system and 

create room in the budget for other technology needs. 

 

“Not only did we need new phones, we needed IT 

support,” said Agee.  “We knew that outsourcing our 

IT would reduce costs. After researching opportunities 

and bidding the project, Tech Electronics proved to be 

the ideal technology partner.” 

 

Due to the fact that the police department and 

emergency responders rely on the network, the 

performance and support of the network is imperative.  

With Tech Electronics’ 50 years of experience and 24/7 

support services, the company was the right choice for 

the job. Since University City had no current IT staff, 
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 Tech Electronics entered into an agreement to 

become its full-service IT provider, including 

housing a full-time Tech Electronics employee in 

University City. 

 

“This is a very unique agreement since University 

City had no in-house IT support when we came on 

board,” said Adam Baer, IT Systems Sales 

Manager.  “Not only we were able to provide much-

needed IT support, we were able to completely 

upgrade University City’s network infrastructure 

while saving them money.” 

 

University City entered into an agreement with Tech 

Electronics to provide IT support, including a full-

time desktop support staff member and complete 

access to all of Tech Electronics’ IT resources while 

reducing its costs.  During this partnership, Tech 

Electronics was able to upgrade University City’s 

wireless network access in crucial locations.  Tech 

Electronics also upgraded and maintained 

University City’s VM Ware Infrastructure, Storage 

Area Network and other key components within the 

entire network, all at a reduced rate. These 

upgrades have improved network stability and 

speed, helping University City Officials work more 

efficiently.   

CONCLUSION  

By implementing the cost analysis of University 

City’s carrier services, Tech Electronics not only 

improved University City’s existing telephones 

systems but also became its full-service IT support.   

 

 

With over 50 years of experience as a solutions-based systems integrator, Tech Electronics 

offers a full range of systems and services that help our customers work smarter, feel safer, and 

collaborate more effectively.  Tech Electronics specializes in technology solutions designed to 

best fit each site’s unique layout and priorities.  Our tailor-made systems deliver connection and 

protection, ensuring that our customers are at their technological best as they work to advance 

their own meaningful missions. From Fire, Security, Telephone, IT Services, Professional Sound, 

Intercom, and Audio/Visual Systems to Monitoring and Service Support, Tech Electronics is a 

significant and unparalleled partner to the government industry.   
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The Staircase at the City Hall in University City 

 

Tech Electronics’ dedication to providing its customers 

with the most cost-effective solution is why the company 

continues to be valued partners of University City. 


